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Abstract
Barkeley Ball is a funforallages variation of the classic arcade game Pong using modern
technology and the retro sights and sounds of old 8bit era computer games. It was conceived as a
student project for the class "Computer Science 150: Techniques for Digital Design" at the University of
California at Berkeley in the Fall of 2009. The game was designed for the Xilinx Virtex5 ML505
Evaluation Platform FPGA. Control input is obtained through a camera which tracks the position of
brightly colored objects held by the players. This allows the Pong paddles to be mapped onetoone
with the players' realworld movements. A specially colored screen behind the players is replaced with a
colorful backdrop in the game to make the players feel like they are immersed in the virtual world.
Animated characters interact with the players by littering the field with powerups to tilt the balance of
power. Users can also directly change ingame parameters via a terminal command line interface
accessible via a serial connection. Several sophisticated compression techniques were employed to
enable large amounts of graphic and sound content to fit within the harsh memory constraints of the
platform. This document will attempt to explain the technical details of all of the major components
created for the game.

Figure 2: The title screen dog, not a sock puppet.

Figure 3: The Xilinx Virtex5 ML505 FPGA. This
is the hardware platform used for Barkeley Ball.
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Figure 4: "The Big Picture." This is a highlevel data flow diagram of the entire circuit.
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System Description
Graphics Pipeline
VGAtoDVI:
There are two chips that must be properly initialized for the video processing to work. The I2C
bus initializes the AD9980 VGA video decoding chip by setting registers that allow it to talk to the
CH7301C digital video out chip (DVI). We initialize the AD9980 to accept a 70Hz 1024x768 pixel
VGA signal as input and produce a 75MHz stream of digital pixels as output. The portion of the circuit
that performs pixel processing uses a clock set to that same 75MHz frequency to insure that one pixel
operation is computed per clock tick. A synchronization handshake must occur between the VGA and
DVI components before valid pixels can be passed between the two or the video image will not be
displayed correctly on the destination monitor. The VGA component sends a high VideoValid signal
when it is ready to send pixels. Upon receiving the VideoValid signal, the DVI sends a high
VideoReady signal to the AD9980 to tell it that the DVI chip is ready to receive valid pixels. This
handshake occurs each time the system is reset to synchronize the incomming and outgoing video
signals.
Indexing pixels is fairly straight forward since the number of output pixel rows and columns is
fixed. We manually count each pixel that has been processed and increment our vertical index by one
for every 1024 valid horizontal pixels that have been read. If the pixel exists outside of the horizontal or
vertical blanking regions, the valid pixel predicates inWidth and inHeight are set to true, respectfully.
The two predicates together generate the VideoValid signal to specify valid pixels. The challenge is
dealing with the aforementioned blanking regions. At the end of each frame, old CRT screens would
need time to reset the electron beam gun. Our LCD screens do not use an electron gun, but we still had
to compensate for the time delay by determining whether were receiving valid pixels. There are both
vertical and horizontal blanking region standards governed by the VESA, but our monitor seemed to
vary slightly from these values and we had to introduce horizontal and vertical timing offsets into the
boundary limits to correctly process pixels. One possible explanation for this could be that the amount
of analogtodigital conversion we were performing created some sort of lag in our circuit, throwing off
the standard blanking region values and thus requiring a blanking region timing offset. This is despite
the fact that the video signal appeared to be functioning correctly without the offset when viewed under
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the ChipScope debugging tool.
We pass the computed X and Y coordinates along with its corresponding pixel color through the
circuit pipeline. These coordinates are used by the compositors to determine when to replace incoming
video pixels with pixels from ingame graphics. Coordinate accuracy is important because they are also
used in conjunction with the relative width, height, screen position, and current frame of animation of
each sprite to determine which segment of memory to access for graphic color information.

Compositor:
The Compositor module draws pixels of an image stored in memory at a given position on the
screen. It does this by taking in a pixel on the input PixelIn, its position data on PixelInX and PixelInY,
and a reference coordinate for the graphic on RefX and RefY. Image width, height, and the number of
frames of animation are stored internally in each compositor. The predicate InCompBounds is set high
if and only if the current pixel falls within the rectangular bounds of the compositor. If it is high, then
the appropriate amount of alpha blending is applied to mix the colors of the input pixel with the pixel

Figure 5: The general layout of the Compositor type modules.
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fetched from memory. (The alpha input value is not shown in the graphic below)
The block RAM memory component in each compositor is what actually stores the hexadecimal
pixel values of the compositor graphic. The data is synchronous, and it takes a full clock cycle to access
each pixel worth of information. To account for the block RAM delay, the incoming pixel data must be
stored in registers while memory is being accessed.
Since not all graphics are meant to look rectangular, we can specify certain pixels of each sprite
as being “invisible”. For fullytransparent pixels, we simply pick an extremely ugly RGB color we are
unlikely to use for ingame graphics to serve as a transparent color. By not drawing those pixels, a
round Ball can be represented with a rectangular graphic. For semitransparent pixels, we implemented
a color mixing method called alpha blending. When active, the individual RGB values of the incoming
pixel and the compositor pixel are averaged using a weighted “alpha” value. This gives the impression
that the compositor has been faded. This effect was used to have power ups disappear, as well as fade
away the title screen when the game begins.
We implemented several different compositors for handling our own proprietary image formats
(32bit, 4bit, 3bit, and 2bit) so that the amount of block RAM could be optimized. To create 32bit
colors without 32bits of pixel information, we hardcoded custom color palette maps for each
compositor (See Optimizations).
The Compositors also perform different functions. There are some compositors that represent a
single, static image like the title screen and the background. Others contain more than one memory unit
and require additional inputs to switch between blocks. The Score Board module uses this type of
compositor to determine which number to display for each player. Sprite graphics are animated and
contain multiple frames of image data. As the frame clock cycles, the displayed portion of the sprite
changes giving the illusion of motion. This is done by shifting the boundaries of the memory block that
is being indexed and is used for several effects including the ball rotation and Barkeley's walk cycle.

Timing:
While the pixel pipeline runs on a 75MHz clock, the game logic and animated sprites use the
slower “Frame Clock” to track the number of frames that have been displayed. The Frame Clock is an
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edge detector that senses the vertical sync regions of the incoming video signal and cycles itself while
invalid pixels are being processed. This ensures that all of the game object and sprites are updated
between frames. This helps animations look smooth and prevents graphical jitter and various sprite
distortions from occurring.
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Tracking and Interaction
Tracking Module:
The tracking module takes in data from the camera and finds pixels that meet certain threshold
requirements. These requirements can be set manually through the PONGOS command line interface,
which can be very helpful when dealing with varying lighting conditions. There is a high and low
threshold value for each of the 8bit red, green, and blue color segments of the 24bit pixel that is being
fed in from the VGA input signal. The input pixel is considered a match if all three of its RGB color
intensities fall between the high and low threshold values.
If a pixel is found to be the correct color, then that pixel’s X and Y coordinates are added to a
special set of registers and a counter is incremented. The division module activates at the positive edge
of the Vertical Sync signal after each frame has been processed and takes 8 cycles to calculate the
position of the paddle. This ensures that the position will only be updated in the blanking region so that
the animation appears smooth. The division module updates the paddle position based on the sum of all
of the pixels that conformed with the specified color thresholds on that frame. The sum of all the X and
Y positions are divided by the pixel count to give a sufficiently accurate estimate of the paddle's
position.
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BlueScreen:
The blue screen is a simple effect to implement, but is very impressive visually and causes
players to feel like they are “in the game.” The blue screen works almost the same way as the paddle
tracking. There is a high and low color threshold that is entered in PONGOS, and pixels that fall
between the values are replaced with the corresponding pixel color of the specified background image.

Figure 6: The players standing in front of the blue
screen. Pixels with specific RGB values are
replaced with a background image.

Figure 7: The blue screen replaced.
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Music and Sound
The audio is implemented by passing a signal at an appropriate frequency through the piezo
speaker. This is done through the use of two modules; the Jukebox module which generates all of the
signals that are played through the speaker, and the Music module which reads in notes from music
files and tells the Jukebox which note to play and for how long.
The Jukebox is a multiplexer that takes in a note and plays it by selecting the correct signal to
send to the piezo speaker. The notes are generated using the pixel clock and bit counters to create
signals with frequencies corresponding to the standard musical scale. This creates a range of 24
playable notes spanning over two octaves and allowed us to create a complete and varied soundtrack for
the game.
The Music module has eight memory
blocks. Each loads a custom hex song file that
specifies songs by eighth notes. The module
takes in a song ID number as input and plays
the song that has been requested. The module
then moves into its singing state until either
the song is complete or the mute signal is
asserted, both of which cause the music to
stop instantly. Each music file also ends with
a special “stop note” that tells the state
machine to return to the silent state.

Figure 8: The FSM for the music controller.
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Game Logic
The game is made up of three main components; The ball, the paddles, and the power ups. The
GameLogic module ties them all together and also performs the bookkeeping involved in collision
detection, activating powerups, playing music, and starting and ending the game. The diagram below
shows how each component is linked together via the GameLogic module.
Ball and Paddles
The Paddle modules takes in a set of coordinates from their corresponding Video module on
inputs InX and InY. It considers this the initial center point of the paddle, adjusts for values that are
outside that player's field of reach (Outside the bounds of the playing field or past the center divider),
and outputs fixed coordinates for the top left corner of the paddle on PaddleX and PaddleY at the rising
edge of the frame clock. Not shown is the manualControl signal, which acts as an override to camera
controls. When high, vertical movement occurs at a fixed speed in response to moveUp and moveDown

Figure 9: The GameLogic module and game components.
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input signals instead of the input from Video. This allows the physical FPGA buttons to control the
paddles for testing purposes.
The Ball updates its horizontal and vertical coordinates on the positive edge of the frame clock.
If none of its “Bounce” inputs are asserted, then it just adds its current velocity values to its coordinate
registers. If BounceLeft is high and the ball is traveling to the right or if BounceRight is high and the
ball is traveling left, the ball will change its horizontal direction by negating its horizontal velocity.
Likewise, the BounceUp and BounceDown signals cause the ball to change its vertical direction in the
same way. Like the paddles, the ball also knows the field dimensions. If the ball would be past the top
or bottom playing field boundaries given its current velocity, then the ball moves up to the respective
field border and its vertical direction is changed. The ball's horizontal velocity is initially set to a small
value each time the ball is served (Two pixels per frame by default) and increases with each BounceLeft
or BounceRight signal until reaching a preset maximum speed. The ball's vertical velocity is set to the
value of newVelY upon each high BounceLeft or BounceRight signal. This allows the angle of the ball
to be calculated by an external source and more accurately respond to collisions (See figure 10). The
fixed coordinates of the ball's top left corner are output on BallX and BallY.
GameLogic Module
The rest of the collision detection is done inside of the GameLogic module. There are nine cases
that need to be checked to determine whether two objects have collided or not. The left side of figure 10
shows each case graphically using the ball and paddle as examples. Each corner of the source object
(Ball) is checked to see if it currently exists between two horizontal and vertical corners of the target
object (Paddle). The case in the center of the diagram where none of the source's corners are between
the target's corners can be checked by swapping the source and target objects in the comparison. While
the diagram only shows the ball and paddle, the same technique is used to test collisions between all
objects that can interact with each other such as the paddles and power up items.
In the case when the ball bounces off of a paddle, the GameLogic module also calculates a new
vertical velocity for the ball. Similar to the original arcade Pong, the ball’s vertical velocity is based on
the ball’s position relative to the paddle upon impact. As shown on the right hand side of figure 10, the
paddle is split up into discrete segments. The green arrows approximate the direction that the ball will
travel in after a collision based on which segment the ball’s center point (The red dot) lines up with
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Figure 10: Collision detection and the bounce mechanic for the ball and paddle.
most accurately. Segment 3 simply rebounds the ball without adjusting its Y velocity.

PowerUp System
The game contains a simple powerup system that allows players to get an edge over their
opponents. At various times during the game, Barkeley the Dog will walk by and leave a “present”
behind for the players in the center of the screen. If the ball hits the present box, it will open and
possibly reveal a powerup item. The first player who's paddle touches the powerup gets to keep it. The
items that could be inside the box are as follows:
1. Empty – You get nothing, absolutely nothing.
2. Bone – Awards the player a second paddle that moves in the opposite vertical direction.
3. Ghost – Causes the opponent's paddles to fade away over time.
4. Poop – No effect. The poop and fly sprites are really funny, though. (This was originally going to
allow the player's paddles to leave behind a trail of brown “paint” on the opponent's screen to block
their view of the playing field, but we ran out of time before it could be implemented.)
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Powerups are triggered by Barkeley who walks by whenever his Appear input is asserted. This
occurs whenever either players' score is equal to three or six. Barkeley is a simple finite state machine
that uses the value of the players' scores as a trigger. As Barkeley passes the center of the screen, he
outputs a high signal to the PowerUp module on its Appear line. This signal stays high until the happy
dachshund walks off screen.
The PowerUp module itself is a bit more complex. It slowly floats to the top of the screen by
incrementing a counter. It checks for the top of the playing field the same way that the ball and paddles
do and, upon hitting a boundary, changes directions. When a collision with the ball is sensed on the
input HitPresent, the power up stops drawing the present picture and instead draws a randomly selected
item with the same x and y values. When a collision with the item and a paddle is sensed on the input
HitItem, the PowerUp begins to decrement a counter that is output as an alpha value on the output
FadeCounter. When the counter has reached zero, the PowerUp sends low draw signals to all item and
present compositors and waits for the next Appear signal. The GameLogic module keeps track of which
paddle actually collided with the item and who is affected by the power up item.
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Serial Connection
UART Adapter
It became apparent that a quick way of changing game parameters would greatly speed up
testing by allowing variables to be changed and tweaked without having to reprogram the board. The
PongCPU and UART modules were created as a response to this concern. The keyboard information is
sent to the FPGA through a serial connection and is received using a UART interface. The UART then
passes the information to the PongCPU via an adapter using a ReadyValid FIFO handshake protocol.
Several ports on the adapter are mapped to dedicated input/output pin memory addresses which the
PongCPU can read from or write to. In particular, the PongCPU asks the adapter for permission to read
information when in the "Try to Read" state and for permission to write when in the "Try to Write"
state. The adapter uses these requests as signals for the FIFO handshake and passes information back
and forth accordingly. This exchange is detailed in the diagrams below.

Figure 11: The HighLevel FIFO Handshake.

Figure 12: The LowLevel FIFO Handshake.

PongCPU Module
The PongCPU parses the ascii characters from the UART into commands. Each character is
placed onto a buffer for parsing. If a command is not currently being processed and the last key pressed
was the "Enter" or "Return" key, the contents of the buffer are checked to see if they match any of the
known command words. If there is no match, the command prompt is printed on the next line. This is
done by filling an output buffer with a string consisting of a carriage return, line feed, and the
characters that make up the prompt "PONGOS>", and then setting a writecycle counter to the number
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of characters matching that string. This counter causes the PongCPU to loop through its "Try to Write"
and "Write" states while sending out characters one at a time from the output buffer to the terminal. If a
command is matched, the output from the command is printed the same way, but future input is
converted from ASCII to the format expected by the command. After the expected number of
characters has been typed, the specified register values are updated and the PongCPU reverts to printing
the command prompt and parsing commands. The dual state machine logic is explained below.

Figure 13: The PongCPU's state
transition diagram.

Figure 14: The logic behind the ProcessCommand state.
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Design Metrics
LUT Usage
The main two resources on the board are LUTs (Look Up Tables) which implement all of the
transistor level logic, and block RAM which can be used as memory to store game assets like pictures
and music. The amount of these resources used increased dramatically during the last few days of
coding due to the large amount of new content added during that time. While a large portion of our
project was devoted to compression and space saving techniques, there are even more optimizations we
would have liked to have added if we had more time. Also, the quickly approaching deadline meant that
optimizing some of the newest features held a much lower priority than just getting them to work in the
first place. The LUT usage of the entire project weighs in at 11,303 Slice LUTs. As for memory usage,
the game uses thirty 18kilobyte BlockRAM units – 540 kilobytes of the 5,328 kilobytes available –
which is roughly 10% of the BlockRAM resources.
The GameLogic module makes up a large portion of the LUT usage with 3,684 Slice LUTs,
which in itself is about 5% of the Virtex5's total LUT resources. This is mainly due to all of the
comparisons being made to perform accurate collision detection. As shown in figure 9, each pair of
objects that can collide currently has its own dedicated collision detection unit. This could be greatly
optimized by sharing collision detection units amongst several objects during the same video frame.
The two Video modules – the units that calculate the position of the paddles – take 857 Slice
LUTs each for a total of 1,714 Slice LUTs. Each one performs complex division operations in order to
approximate the center of its target color on screen which is very expensive in terms of hardware usage.
One major optimization that was implemented is in how the dividers are set up to perform the division
over eight pixel clock cycles rather than one. This saved around 4,000 LUTs and had no noticeable
effect on gameplay performance.
The third major source of resource usage comes from the compositors. A single compositor
module takes up between 130230 Slice LUTs and 1 dedicated block RAM unit (18 kilobytes). Also,
each PipelineReg module takes up another 90 Slice LUTs. While this may not seem like much when
compared to the modules mentioned above, there are 14 compositorpipeline reg pairs contributing
about 300 LUTs each. This translates to roughly 4,200 LUTs for the full pipeline. A small optimization
with the compositor modules could drastically affect the overall project size due to the number of them
in use.
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Graphics Compression
In order to fit the amount of content we wanted onto the board, we had to heavily compress our
image assets. We did this by borrowing two techniques from old video game consoles.
Pixel Resolution
First, we decreased the resolution of the image space. While we were working with a 1024x768
pixel resolution screen, we treated it as if it were only capable of 256x192 pixels and uniformly scaled
our images accordingly. This effectively made our sprites appear four times larger than their actual size.
Each pixel in a compositor with the lower resolution functionality takes up a 4x4 pixel block on the
screen, so a large image could be drawn with only 1/16 of the bits actually stored in memory. This effect
was accomplished with simple bit shifting tricks and was therefore extremely cheap in hardware.
Color Resolution
The other trick employed was to limit the resolution of the color space. Our limited artistic
abilities meant that the sprite images were going to use only a fraction 24bit RGB color spectrum
anyways, so we saved huge amounts of memory by limiting the number of representable colors. Each
compositor is created with a custom nbit color palette, and an nbit compositor can represent 2n colors.
For example, the tennis ball uses a 3bit color map which allows it to represent 8 colors, and we
possessed neither the artistic skill nor the memory to justify using any more than that. A python script
was written to quickly compress images into our own custom format and is included at the end of this
document.
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Figure 15: The compositor zoom and color mapping logic.
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Conclusion
Suggestions for Next Time
We would like to end this report by first saying that we had a great time taking this class. The
teaching assistants did an excellent job putting together the project milestones and making sure that the
expected progress between checkpoints was realistic. Switching to Pong over the originally proposed
robotics project was probably good idea. We were initially disappointed, but after working with the
FPGA for a few days we came to realize that building the robots would have been a monstrous
undertaking. Even with the lighter choice of project, we felt like sometimes the material for the class
was just too much to cover in a realistic amount of time. We understand that Berkeley's “CS150” has a
reputation to maintain, but with the combined workload of the project, weekly homework assignments
and quizzes, and the fact that we have other classes and occasionally even lives outside of Cory Hall
(Tony has a wife that he likes to see for at least a few hours each week, time permitting), it may have
just been better to drop some of the material. We also felt that about half way through the semester, the
subjects being discussed in lecture diverged quite a bit to what we were actually implementing in the
lab exercises.
The biggest hardware problems we had were with the cameras. The supplied web cams had an
autoadjust feature built into the hardware that made it extremely difficult to set correct thresholds. We
would suggest that the department allow students to install drivers for other cameras or replace the ones
in the lab because of how difficult it is to get a stable video signal from them. The blue screen actually
helped in this regard because we could sometimes use the blue plane to forcecalibrate the camera. We
also discovered other tricks to force the camera to autoadjust correctly, such as by having one player
wear light colored clothing while the other player wears darker colors. (Careful observers may notice

Figure 16: Sprite sheet.
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that we covertly employed this technique in our presentation video)
The lab lectures were generally pointless. They never covered any material that wasn't already
mentioned in the weekly project or milestone spec sheets. We watched several of the archived lab
lecture videos from Spring 2004 that seemed like great examples of what the lab lectures for future
iterations of the class should be like.
Video of the game in action and various project materials can be found at the following web
address: http://www.scottyhoag.com/barkeleyball.html
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The Last Haiku
The project was fun,
But the best part was all the
Animated poop.

Figure 17: The "Dog House" background image used in Barkeley Ball. Who let the dogs out?

